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Abstract—In this paper, the downlink of a multi-cell massive
MIMO system is considered where the channel state information
(CSI) is estimated via pilot symbols that are orthogonal in a
cell but re-used in other cells. Re-using the pilots, however,
contaminates the CSI estimate at each base station (BS) by
the channel of the users sharing the same pilot in other
cells. The resulting inter-cell interference does not vanish even
when the number of BS antennas M is large, i.e., M → ∞,
and thus the rates achieved by treating interference as noise
(TIN) saturate even if M → ∞. In this paper, interference
aware decoding schemes based on simultaneous unique decoding
(SD) and simultaneous non-unique decoding (SND) of the full
interference or a part of the interference (PD) are studied
with two different linear precoding techniques: maximum ratio
transmission (MRT) and zero forcing (ZF). The resulting rates
are shown to grow unbounded as M → ∞. In addition, the rates
achievable via SD/SND/PD for finite M are derived using a worstcase uncorrelated noise technique, which are shown to scale as
O(log M ). To compare the performance of different schemes,
the maximum symmetric rate problem is studied, where it is
confirmed that with large, yet practical, values of M , SND strictly
outperforms TIN, and also that PD strictly outperforms SND.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Massive MIMO systems with base stations (BSs) simultaneously serving several users via a large number of antennas,
are considered to be an integral part of 5G standards [1].
Moreover, the benefits of massive MIMO systems reported
in [1], e.g., high spectral efficiency, increased capacity due to
aggressive spatial multiplexing and high energy efficiency can
all be achieved with simple linear precoding techniques.
The use of time-division duplex (TDD) mode has been suggested as the “canonical form” of massive MIMO [1], where
downlink and uplink channels are assumed to be reciprocal.
When using TDD mode, channel estimates are obtained at
BSs using uplink training pilots, which are then employed for
precoding/decoding. However, as the length of the channel
coherence time is finite, the sequences of orthogonal pilots
are limited in number. Hence, in a multi-cell system, one way
to address this limitation is to re-use a set of orthogonal pilots
across all cells. Thus, the channel estimate of a user in one
cell is contaminated by the channels of users in other cells
that use the same pilot sequence as the former [2], which is
referred to as pilot contamination (PC).
Interestingly, when the channels of users to BSs in a massive
MIMO system are assumed to be independent Rayleigh fading,
as the number of BS antennas M grows, the effects of multiuser interference, additive noise, and small-scale fading all
vanish owing to channel hardening and asymptotic favorable
propagation [3]. However, inter-cell interference due to PC
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does not vanish [3], which constitutes a bottleneck in multicell massive MIMO systems. Extensive works have been
carried out in the literature, such as those in [4]–[6], that
have proposed solutions to tackle the PC problem, but under
some constraints that may be difficult to realize in practice.
Specifically, these include among others, the assumptions of
(i) channel coherence time approaching infinity [4], (ii) the
presence of a central unit and cumbersome backhaul overhead
to share all data symbols for centralized processing [5],
(iii) channels of pilot-sharing users in different cells with
asymptotically linearly independent covariance matrices [6].
Most studies in the literature treat the PC interference as
noise (TIN) and the resulting rates, which are suboptimal in
many cases [7], saturate and do not grow with M . In this paper,
we address the PC interference problem in the downlink of a
multi-cell massive MIMO system arising from re-using the
same set of orthogonal pilots across cells. In particular, we
depart from the viewpoint of treating the PC interference as
noise and propose full/partial interference decoding schemes
that attain unbounded rates for large M .
The major contributions of this paper are summarized below.
First, for two well-known linear precoding techniques at the
BS, maximum ratio transmission (MRT) and zero forcing (ZF),
we derive achievable rates for schemes that decode the PC
interference either fully such as the simultaneous unique/nonunique decoding (SD/SND), or partially (PD). Specifically, the
PC interference is fully decoded uniquely in SD, and nonuniquely in SND. We similarly study achievable rates for a
PD scheme, where messages at each BS are encoded into two
independent layers; then only one layer of PC interference
is decoded non-uniquely while the other layer is treated as
noise. The per-user achievable rates for SD/SND/PD, derived
using a worst-case uncorrelated noise technique, are shown
to scale as O(log M ), thus eliminating the rate saturation
problem. Focusing on the 2-cell case, we study the problem
of maximum symmetric rate, i.e., maximizing the worst user’s
rate, for TIN/SD/SND/PD schemes, and observe that the full
interference decoding scheme of SND outperforms TIN, while
the partial decoding scheme of PD outperforms even SND.
Note that in [2], full PC interference decoding schemes
were proposed for the uplink of a multi-cell massive MIMO
system using maximum ratio combining (MRC). In contrast,
the current paper focuses on the downlink setting with both
MRT and ZF and proposes not only full (SD/ SND) but
also partial interference decoding (PD) schemes based on rate
splitting. In particular, we find that the use of ZF which better
mitigates multi-user interference in conjunction with either
SND or PD results in notably larger rates such that the number
of BS antennas required for interference decoding schemes
to outperform TIN now reduces by more than a factor of
≈ 100 (i.e., within the practical range), which is a significant
improvement over the results of [2].

II. P RELIMINARIES
A. System Model
A TDD multi-cell system with L cells is considered, where
each cell comprises a BS that serves K single antenna users
with M transmitting antennas (M ≫ K). The channel
between the BS in cell j (BSj ) and users in cell l is denoted
1/2
hj1l , h j2l , ..., h jKl ] ∈
as G jl = H jlD jl , where H jl = [h
CM×K is the channel matrix corresponding to the channel
vectors h jkl ∈ CM×1 of small-scale fading coefficients
between BSj and the k th user in cell l (Ukl ), and D jl =
diag(βj1l , βj2l , ..., βjKl ) is the matrix containing the largescale fading coefficients. Assuming a block fading model, the
large-scale fading coefficient βjkl , which models path loss and
shadowing between BSj and Ukl , is taken to be a constant that
is known a priori at BSj , remains unchanged over multiple coherence time-intervals, and is independent of the antenna index
of BSj . The small-scale fading coefficients h jkl ∼ CN (00, I M )
are also independent across coherence intervals but remain
constant in a given coherence interval, with I M denoting the
identity matrix of order M . The channel
p between BSj and
Ukl can also be expressed as g jkl = βjklh jkl . Finally, the
downlink and uplink channels are assumed reciprocal.
Downlink Data Transmission: The baseband signal received
at Uil is given by
XL √
ρdg †jilx j + wil ,
(1)
yil =
j=1

T

where x j = [xj [1], xj [2], ..., xj [M ]] is the signal transmitted by BSj , wil ∼ CN (0, 1) is the AWGN at Uil , (.)†
denotes conjugate transpose, and ρd can be interpreted as
the downlink transmission SNR per user of the BS. Defining
u jk ∈ CM×1
be the precoding vectorpof BSj , we have
p to
PK
x j = 1/ λj k=1 u jk sj [k] = U j s j / λj where s j =
T
[sj [1], sj [2], ..., sj [K]] is the vector of data symbols intended
uj1 , u j2 , ..., u jK ] ∈ CM×K , and
for the users in cell j, U j = [u
λj is a normalization constant such that the downlink SNR
per user for BSj is ρd , i.e., E[ρdx †j x j ]/K = ρd .
CSI Estimation at BS: Similar to [5], a set of orthogonal
pilot sequences is re-used in all cells, and thus the channel
estimate will be contaminated with the PC interference from
users in other cells that are using the same pilot. During
the uplink training phase, Ukj transmits a pilot to BSj ,
k = 1, . . . , K, j = 1, . . . , L, and then BSj estimates the local
channels G jj , given by Ĝ jj .
The minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimate ĝ jkj
of g jkj can be shown to be [5]
X

L √
ĝ jkj = αjkj
(2)
ρpg jkl + z̃ jk ,
l=1
P
√
L
ρp βjkj /(1 + ρp l=1 βjkl ), z̃ jk ∼
where αjkj :=
CN (00, I M ), and ρp is the pilot SNR. Also note
that the channel vector g jkj can be decomposed as
g jkj = ĝ jkj + ǫ jkj , where
 estimation error ǫ jkj ∼
 the
√
CN 0 , βjkj 1 − ρp αjkj I M
is independent
 of the
√
MMSE estimate ĝ jkj ∼ CN 0 , ρp βjkj αjkj I M [5].
Treating Interference as Noise (TIN): For MRT at BSj , the
precoding vector is u jk = ĝ jkj , and the normalization factor

†
λmrt
j , as found from the condition E[ρdx j x j ]/K = ρd , is
P
√
K
λmrt
= M
j
k=1 ρp βjkj αjkj . Thus, rewriting (1) we have
K

yilmrt =

XL

j=1

q
XK
g †jilĝ jkj sj [k] + wil .
ρd /λmrt
j
k=1

(3)

Using (2) and applying the strong law of large numbers to (3),
we obtain
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as M → ∞, i.e., a channel hardening effect is observed.
Assuming TIN in the downlink, Uil decodes only the desired
signal sl [i] while treating the interfering signals sj [i], j 6= l
as noise. Hence, defining Ril as the downlink rate associated
with decoding sl [i], any rate tuple (Ri1 , ..., RiL ) is achievable
if the following conditions hold

Ril ≤ I yilmrt ; sl [i] ,
(5)

for l = 1, . . . , L, i = 1, . . . , K, where I(X; Y ) is the mutual
information between X and Y [8]. Using (4), it is verified
that the right-hand side (r.h.s) in (5) converges to a constant
independent of M . A similar phenomenon is observed when
ZF precoding is used at the BS. In particular, considering ZF
precoding matrix at BSj given by V jj = [vv j1j , ..., v jKj ] =
−1

, it can be verified that V †jj Ĝ jj = I K ,
Ĝ jj Ĝ †jj Ĝ jj

and thereby v †jkj ĝ jmj = δmk , where δmk is the Kronecker
delta function. The normalization factor λzf
j is also derived to
PK
√
1
zf
be λj = K(M−K) k=1 1/( ρp βjkj αjkj ), from which an
analysis similar to that of TIN in MRT results in the saturation
of the rate obtained by ZF, i.e., I yilzf ; sl [i] converges to a
constant almost surely, as M → ∞. Hence, the benefits of
increasing M saturate since the TIN rates obtained by MRT/ZF
converge to a constant as M becomes large.
III. D ECODING THE PC I NTERFERENCE IN D OWNLINK
We propose schemes that treat the PC interference terms
as individual users, and thus decode them fully or partially,
as opposed to treating them as noise. This results in new
achievable rates that grow unbounded with M .
A. Simultaneous Unique Decoding (SD)
In SD, the PC interference terms are decoded uniquely,
details of which for MRT and ZF are given below.
MRT: Note that in (4), which expresses the received signal
after performing MRT and letting M → ∞, the first term is the
desired signal and the other non-vanishing terms are the intercell PC interference. Treating PC interference terms as users to
be uniquely decoded, (4) becomes identical to the output of a
noise-free multiple-access channel (MAC). More specifically,
after performing MRT at the BSs and letting M → ∞, a noisefree L-user MAC is obtained at the user’s side in downlink:
for this MAC, unbounded per-user rates can be obtained by
uniquely jointly decoding all signals {sl [i]}L
l=1 .
We provide an analysis that establishes the achievable rates
for finite M . We add and subtract a term associated with the

mean of the effective channel g †jilĝ jij in (3), which results in
the following
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mrt
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(7)

i
h
q
†
mrt
′
where θjij
= ρd /λmrt
j E g jil ĝ jij and wil is the effective
noise, incorporating the last three terms in (6).
Consider the L-user MAC in (7) associated with the estimate of sl [i] at
 Uil . Using
 the usual definitions of [8], messages mil ∈ 1 : 2nRil , l = 1, ..., L (distributed uniformly)
are communicated over this MAC by encoding them into
codewords s l [i](mil ) of length n, where sl [i] ∼ CN (0, 1),
i.i.d. Using the standard random coding analysis [8] and
decoding all messages uniquely as in SD, decoding error
probability can be shown to approach
zero asn → ∞, if

X
mrt
(8)
Ril ≤ I yil ; s Ω s Ωc ,
l∈Ω
for all Ω ⊆ S = {1, 2, . . . , L}, and s Ω is the vector with
entries sl [i], l ∈ Ω. Thus, the rate tuple (Ri1 , ..., RiL ) in (8)
is achievable. Finally, the network-wide achievable region is
obtained by taking the intersection of the achievable regions
over all receivers.
As opposed to an ordinary MAC, where noise is typically
Gaussian and independent of users’ signals, for the MAC
in (7) it is neither Gaussian nor independent of the users’
signals, which makes it hard to characterize exact expressions
for I(.; .|.) terms in (8). However, the effective noise term in
(7) is uncorrelated from the desired signals. Thus, we are able
to establish lower bounds for these mutual information terms
based on a worst-case uncorrelated noise technique as follows.
Theorem 1. For s l = [sl [1], sl [2], ..., sl [K]]T ∼ CN (00, I K ),
l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}, a set of lower bounds to (8) that can be
achieved with MRT for the MAC given in (7), associated with
Uil ,is given as follows


I yilmrt ; s Ω s Ωc ≥ C P1mrt / P2mrt + P3mrt + P4mrt , (9)
where
X
2
P1mrt = M 2
ρd ρp βjil
α2jij /λmrt
(10)
j
j∈Ω
XL
√
ρd ρp βjij αjij βjil /λmrt
P2mrt = M
(11)
j
j=1

P3mrt = M

L X
X
K
j=1

P4mrt = 1.

k=1,k6=i

s Ω , whereas P2mrt is the power of the interference due to
beamforming gain uncertainty, P3mrt is the power of the
interference of other users, and P4mrt is the power of the noise.
Moreover, using (10)-(13), the r.h.s of (9) is expressed as

√
ρd ρp βjkj αjkj βjil /λmrt
j , (12)
(13)

Proof. The proof is relegated to Appendix A.
mrt
The terms P(.)
in Theorem 1 can be interpreted as follows.
mrt
P1
is the power of the desired signals associated with

!
P
2
M 2 j∈Ω ρd ρp βjil
α2jij /λmrt
j
. (14)
C
 mrt
P
PK
√
+1
M L
j=1
k=1 ρd ρp βjkj αjkj βjil /λj

Since for fixed K and large M , λmrt
∝ M , the rates in
j
(14) grow as O(log M ). Hence, by uniquely jointly decoding
signals {sl [i]}L
l=1 , unbounded rates are obtained as M → ∞.
ZF: Similar to MRT, by performing ZF at the BS and letting
M → ∞, a noise-free L-user MAC is obtained which is
similar to that in (4) for MRT. We now provide an analysis
for ZF with finite M , similar to (6)-(7) for MRT:
r


ρ d XK  †
(15)
ĝ jil + ǫ †jil v jkj sj [k] + wil
zf
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λj 
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j=1
βjij
λzf
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j=1
λzf
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=
θjij
sj [i] + wil
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(17)

zf
yil
=

XL

j=1

j=1

′′
where (a) follows from the fact that v †jkj ĝ jmj = δmk , wil
incorporates
the last two terms after the third equality, and
q
zf
θjij = ρd /λzf
j (βjil /βjij ).
We now have an L-user MAC in (17) associated with the
estimate of sl [i]. Following the treatment of the MRT case,
and using standard random coding arguments as in [8], it
can be shown that the SD scheme achieves the rate tuple
(Ri1 , ..., RiL ) that satisfies the set of conditions, obtained by
replacing yilmrt in (8) with the equivalent received signal yilzf .
The network-wide achievable rates are then obtained by taking
the intersection of the achievable regions over all receivers.
Similar to the MRT case, the noise term in (17) is neither
Gaussian nor independent of the users’ signals, nevertheless,
it is uncorrelated from the desired signals. Thus, similar to
those for MRT in Theorem 1, we establish the following lower
bounds for ZF using a worst-case uncorrelated noise technique.
T
Theorem 2. For s l = [sl [1], sl [2], ..., sl [K]] ∼ CN (00, I K ),
l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}, a set of lower bounds that can be achieved
with ZF for the MAC given in (17), associated with Uil , is
given as follows



(18)
I yilzf ; s Ω s Ωc ≥ C P1zf / P2zf + P3zf ,
where
X


2
2
(19)
P1zf =
/ λzf
βjij
ρd βjil
j
j∈Ω
√
X L ρd X K
βjil − ρp βjil αjil
P2zf =
, (20)
√
j=1 λzf
k=1 (M − K) ρp βjkj αjkj
j
P3zf = 1.
(21)

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, hence is omitted.

Similar to those for MRT, P1zf is the power of the desired
signals associated with s Ω , while P2zf is the power of the
interference due to the channel estimation error, and P3zf is
the noise power. Using (19)-(21), the r.h.s of (18) is given by
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PK
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1
Since λzf
j = K(M−K)
k=1 1/( ρp βjkj αjkj ), for fixed K
zf
and large M , λ1zf ∝ M . Thus, CLB
grows as O(log M ).
j

B. Simultaneous Non-unique Decoding (SND)
It is important to note that Uil is only interested in correctly
decoding sl [i]. Thus, incorrectly decoding sj [i], j 6= l, should
not penalize the rates achievable at Uil . Furthermore, the
power of the received signal for the users located in distant
cells is very small, and thus trying to decode signals of such
users can reduce achievable rates considerably. This motivates
the need for non-unique interference decoding (SND), which
achieves higher rates than SD since the stringent condition of
uniquely decoding interference is now relaxed.
In contrast to the SD scheme for which we focused on the
MAC formed at Uil , we now consider an L-user interference
channel (IC) that consists of L senders (i.e., {BSl }L
l=1 ) and
L receivers (i.e., {Uil }L
).
In
particular,
U
decodes
only
il
l=1
the intended message sl [i] uniquely, while the interference
signals sj [i], j 6= l are decoded non-uniquely in the sense
that incorrect decoding of the latter does not incur any penalty
[8, Chap. 6]. When point-to-point random codes are used, as
in our setting, SND has been shown to achieve the capacity
region of such L-user IC [9]. In what follows, we only focus
on the case of a 2-cell system for the sake of simplicity. From
[9], the rate region for the 2-cell system achieved with SND
at Ui1 is given by

mrt/zf
Ri1 ≤ I yi1
; s1 [i] s2 [i]
(23)


mrt/zf
mrt/zf
Ri1 +min Ri2 , I yi1
; s2 [i] s1 [i] ≤ I yi1
; s1 [i], s2 [i] .
The I(.; .|.) terms above can be readily lower bounded using
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, which scale as O(log M ) as in the
SD case. Similarly, the rate region achieved at the other user,
mrt/zf
mrt/zf
Ui2 , is obtained by replacing yi1
with yi2
and swapping
appropriate indices in the above rate expressions. Hence, the
network-wide rate region is given by the intersection of regions
achieved at both users. Note that the SND region in (23) can be
viewed as the union of TIN and SD, i.e., TIN and SD regions
are both strictly contained in SND, showing the advantages of
non-uniquely decoding the interference. It should be pointed
out that practical implementations of interference decoding in
cellular networks using SND have been thoroughly studied in
[10], [11].
C. Partial Decoding (PD)
In SD and SND, interfering messages are decoded either
uniquely or non-uniquely but in their entirety. Nevertheless,
it may be useful to decode only a part of the message. Such
flexible encoding/decoding is obtained by the celebrated HanKobayashi (HK) scheme [12], which provides the best rates
for the IC. While the HK scheme is complex in general, we

characterize a PD scheme for our 2-cell setting based on the
simplified rate splitting scheme of [13].

In SND, a message from BSl , mil ∈ 1 : 2nRil , l = 1, 2, is
encoded into a single codeword. In contrast, encoding in the
PD scheme proceeds as follows: message mil is first parti[1]
[2]
[1]
tioned into two parts mil and mil ; part mil is then encoded
[2]
[1]
[1]
into codeword s l [i](mil ) of length n, while part mil is
[2]
[1]
[2]
encoded into another codeword s l [i](mil , mil ) of length
n; finally the latter codeword is superimposed (or layered)
on the former to produce a single codeword for transmission
[1]
[2]
[1]
[1]
[2]
[1]
[2]
s l [i](mil , mil ) = s l [i](mil ) + s l [i](mil , mil ), l = 1, 2.
The total transmit power budget at BSl is split into two fixed
parts according to the power splitting variable µil ∈ [0, 1]:
the fraction µil of the budget is allocated to the “outer” layer
[2]
s l [i], while the fraction (1 − µil ) of the budget is allotted to
[2]
[1]
[1]
the “inner” layer s l [i]. Finally, s l [i] and s l [i] are chosen
to be i.i.d., zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian,
with powers determined by µil .
[1]
[2]
Note that while full information (mil , mil ) is carried in
[1]
[1]
s l [i], the inner layer s l [i] carries only coarse information mil
[2]
which can be decoded without decoding mil in the outer layer.
Hence, when the channel condition is poor, a receiver may
[1]
only decode mil , while for strong channels it may decode
[1]
[2]
(mil , mil ) from both layers. Such adaptability helps PD to
outperform SND, where messages are not layered and thus
full interference is either non-uniquely decoded or treated as
noise.
The decoding at Ui1 proceeds as follows: it decodes both
[2]
[1]
the inner and outer layers of the intended message (mi1 , mi1 )
uniquely, and only tries to non-uniquely decode the inner layer
[1]
of the interfering message mi2 , while treating the outer layer
[2]
mi2 as noise. The other user, Ui2 , decodes similarly with
the roles of the interfering and intended messages exchanged.
The resulting rate region for the user pair Uil , l = 1, 2,
is given by 7 inequalities found by changing the variables
in [8, Theorem 6.4] to those in our setting as follows:
[1]
[1]
X1 := s1 [i], X2 := s2 [i], U1 := s1 [i], U2 := s2 [i], Y1 :=
mrt/zf
mrt/zf
yi1 , Y2 := yi2 , Q := ∅.
Note that similar to those in the MRT/ZF cases for the SD
scheme, the rate expressions involve I(, ; , |.) terms that cannot
be computed exactly, hence we characterize lower bounds
of these I(, ; , |.) terms following similar steps to those in
Theorems 1 and 2. Due to space limitations, we skip the
expressions and detailed derivations, and instead, show that
the achievable rates of PD outperform TIN/SD/SND, through
simulation results presented in Section V.
IV. M AXIMUM S YMMETRIC R ATE A LLOCATION
From (7) and (17), it is evident that users with relatively
weak effective channel gain obtain smaller rates than those
with a stronger channel. In order to ensure fairness among
users, we study the maximum symmetric rate allocation
problem for schemes TIN/SD/SND/PD, where the minimum
achievable user-rate is maximized. The following analysis is
for {Uil }L
l=1 across multiple cells that employ the same pilots.
Since i is arbitrary, the same analysis holds for other pilotsharing user-sets.

Fig. 1: A cellular system with two hexagonal cells, where BSs
are located at the center of the cell and K users are randomly
positioned within the area of each cell.
When rate allocation is symmetric, all users are assigned
the same rate. The maximum symmetric rate for a decoding
scheme is given by RSym = max R such that the rate vector
(R, R, ..., R) belongs to the rate region achieved by that
scheme at Uil , for l = 1, ..., L. Hence, the maximum symmetric rate vector (RSym , RSym , . . . , RSym ) of a given scheme
is found at the intersection of the diagonal (Ri1 = ... = RiL )
with the boundary of the achievable region obtained by that
scheme.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
To illustrate the performance of the different interference management schemes, TIN/SD/SND/PD, with symmetric
spectral efficiency (SE in units of bits/sec/Hz) allocation, we
simulate the downlink of a 2-cell massive MIMO system
suffering from PC. In particular, we consider two hexagonal
cells, as in Fig. 1, with a radius of r = 400 m, and K = 15
users are uniformly distributed at random within the area of
each cell, and at least 35 m away from their BSs. To evaluate
the performance, the average of maximum symmetric SEs is
calculated over 150 random realizations of user locations. The
downlink transmit power of each BS is taken to be 40 W (i.e.,
46 dBm), and to model large-scale fading coefficients, βjkl , a
path-loss model adopted from [14] is considered:

(24)
[βjkl ]dB = − 13.54 − 39.08 log10 d3D
jkl
− 20 log10 (fc ) + 0.6 (hUT − 1.5) ,
where d3D
jkl is the 3D distance (in meters) from Ukl to BSj ,
the carrier frequency is fc = 3.5 GHz, hUT = 1.5 m is
the user height, and the BS height is 25 m. Also, with a
system bandwidth of 20 MHz, the noise power is assumed to
be −101 dBm. The SEs are calculated using the closed-form
expressions of (14) and (22) for MRT and ZF, respectively.
In Fig. 2a, the achieved symmetric SEs of the different
schemes TIN/SD/SND/PD are shown with MRT precoding,
as a function of M . Note that the SEs for the PD scheme
depend on the power splitting coefficients µi1 , µi2 ∈ [0, 1],
and hence the best SE for each value of M is obtained by
numerically optimizing µi1 , µi2 ∈ [0, 1]. First, notice that the
SD scheme performs poorly compared to the other schemes,
and unless M becomes truly large (not shown in this figure)
it can not outperform TIN. Moreover, for the range of M
shown, as M increases, the SEs achieved by TIN, SND and
PD improve, while the interference decoding schemes, SND
and PD, outperform TIN for moderately large values of M
(i.e., M ≥ 128). Moreover, since the PD scheme enables
partial decoding of the PC interference with the remaining
part treated as noise, this flexibility produces better rates than
SND, such that PD outperforms both TIN and SND even
for a small number of antennas M (i.e., M ≥ 32). More
specifically, when using MRT, SND provides performance gain

of about 8% and 10% over TIN for M = 128 and M = 256,
respectively, while this gain improves to more than 17% when
M = 1024. Furthermore, the gain offered by PD over TIN is
about 29% and 36% for M = 128 and M = 256, respectively,
and reaches approximately 72% when M = 1024. While not
shown in the figure, as M continues to grow and becomes truly
large, the performance of SND and PD eventually converge,
whereas the performance of TIN saturates to a constant value
independent of M .
The performance of TIN/SD/SND/PD with ZF is demonstrated in Figs. 2b and 2c. Fig. 2b shows the achieved
symmetric SEs with ZF for a range of moderately large
values of M , while Fig. 2c shows the same for a range of
truly large M . While the latter covers a range of M that is
beyond practical, the results of Fig. 2c can be used to confirm
asymptotic performance limits as M → ∞. One can notice
in Fig. 2b that all schemes achieve better SEs compared to
MRT, which is due to the fact that ZF better mitigates multiuser interference. As such, compared to MRT, for the same
number of antennas M , both SND and PD provide larger gains
over TIN. More precisely, SND provides performance gains
of 11% and 17% over TIN for M = 128 and M = 256,
respectively, and this gain grows to more than 34% when
M = 1024. On the other hand, due to the additional flexibility
of partial interference decoding provided by PD, the gains
offered by this scheme over TIN are about 96% and 108% for
M = 128 and M = 256, respectively, while this gain improves
to approximately 133% when M = 1024. Hence, these results
confirm that the use of ZF precoding in conjunction with either
SND or PD, can potentially be considered as an attractive
solution to combat the PC interference in multi-cell massive
MIMO systems. Particularly in the case of PD, the achieved
SEs are increased by more than a factor of 2 for a practical
range of antennas M , which is a significant improvement over
TIN. Similar to the MRT case, from Fig. 2b, it is observed that
for the practical range of M , SD is outperformed by the other
schemes. The asymptotic limits presented in Fig. 2c show that
as M continues to grow without limit, the SE obtained by
TIN saturates, whereas the achieved SEs of both PD and SND
monotonically increase with M and will eventually converge.
This is due to the fact that, as M grows, and thus the strength
of the PC interference increases, the power of the inner layer
can be increased. This improvement is continued until the entire part of an interference signal can be decoded non-uniquely
under PD (i.e., µi1 , µi2 → 0), thus achieving a performance
identical to that of SND. Lastly, Fig. 2c shows that SD starts
to outperform TIN at approximately M ≈ 4 × 105 .
Note that the SND scheme can be readily extended to more
than two cells in downlink in a similar manner discussed
in [2] for uplink. With small modifications, the message
splitting technique for PD can also be extended to more
than two cells. Simulation results (not shown here due to the
space limitations) have revealed that doing so again results in
significant gains over TIN and SND for the case of L > 2.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, for the downlink of a multi-cell massive
MIMO system, schemes were proposed that decode the interference caused by PC, as opposed to treating it as noise.

(a) MRT

(b) ZF

(c) ZF, asymptotic limits

Fig. 2: (a) Symmetric SEs achieved with MRT under TIN/SD/SND/PD, (b) Symmetric SEs achieved with ZF under TIN/SD/SND/PD, for
a range of moderately large M , (c) Asymptotic limits of symmetric SEs with ZF under TIN/SD/SND/PD for truly large values of M .

It was shown that for two linear precoding techniques, MRT
and ZF, by decoding the PC interference, the achievable rates
grow unbounded as M → ∞. Furthermore, using a worstcase uncorrelated noise technique, new closed-form achievable
rates for the interference decoding schemes with MRT and
ZF were obtained which are shown to scale as O(log M ).
Simulation results for the maximum symmetric SEs in a
2-cell system revealed that non-uniquely decoding the PC
interference provides a better performance compared to TIN.
Moreover, a partial interference decoding scheme based on
rate splitting was proposed, outperforming all other schemes
for a practical range of M .
A PPENDIX A
We employ the worst-case uncorrelated noise technique of
[2, Lemma 1], i.e., an achievable lower bound on the capacity
′
of a MAC with uncorrelated additive non-Gaussian noise, wil
,
is obtained by replacing the noise term with an independent
zero-mean Gaussian noise having the same variance.
We start by computing P1mrt . Note that
h
i
h
i
E ĝg †jilĝg jij + E ǫ †jilĝg jij
ρd /λmrt
j
j∈Ω
h
i2
(a) XL
=
E ĝg †jilĝg jij
ρd /λmrt
j
j∈Ω
2
(b) XL
√
2
2
/λmrt
βjij
=
M ρp βjij αjij ρd βjil
j
j∈Ω
X
2
ρd ρp βjil
α2jij /λmrt
,
= M2
j

P1mrt =

XL

j∈Ω

2

(25)

where (a) is due to the fact that ǫ jil and ĝg jij are independent and (b) follows from ĝ jil = (βjil /βjij )ĝĝ jij and
the distribution of ĝ jkj explained below (2). Since all three
terms in the effective noise in (7) are uncorrelated, we have
′
var [wil
] = P2mrt + P3mrt + P4mrt . For the power of the
interference due to beamforming gain uncertainty, P2mrt , we
write
P2mrt =

XL

j=1

+

ρd /λmrt
E
j

XL

j=1

ρd /λmrt
j



h
i 2
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2
.
(26)
E ǫ †jilĝg jij

For the first term in (26), it is obtained
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Similarly, for the second term in (26), we obtain
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Using (27) and (28),
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is obtained as in (11). Next,
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Finally, the power of the noise wil in (6) is P4mrt = 1.
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